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June 29th 2012:Finding Your Authentic Voice
Norma Hollis, known as the Authentic Voice Doctor, has always
listened to the voice within that has guided her, her entire life. She
is the author of Ten Steps to Authenticity. Norma will share her
fascinating story of her own personal journey of transcendence,
and the experiences that helped to shape her own authentic voice.
As a professional speaker and trainer, she helps others to find
their unique voices. Norma now spends her life teaching others
how they can tune-in to their true voice within. She helps people
find their authenticity by aligning their energies and raising their
vibrat
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Featured Guest
Norma T. Hollis
Norma T. Hollis, is the Authentic Voice Doctor, and has always listened to the quiet
voice within and acted on it – no matter what. She has known that she came to the
planet with a purpose. She even has memories of being given her assignment
immediately before birth. But she forgot this until she was reminded at age eight when
a perforated eardrum resulted in two years of excruciating earaches. The experience
and the many that followed taught her to listen deeply to the voices that spoke within.
The voices guided her to spend 30 years studying human energy systems from
personal, professional and spiritual perspectives. Now she spends her life sharing
these nine vibrational energies, by hel
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